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Brothers Black: Wyatt the Heartbreaker Book 1 in Brothers Black SeriesI donâ€™t just love my
woman, I protect her, I provide for her, I would die for her. Nellie walked into my life when I needed
her most. Now Iâ€™m not willing to let her go. I will destroy anyone that even thinks of harming my
woman. Nellie is nothing like the women I used to bring pleasure to. Oh Yes, I bring pleasure on
levels that will numb your mind for months. When I lay eyes on Nellie, I know I want to bring her and
only her that pleasure. I just need her to see past my past. Iâ€™m the oldest of seven hardheaded
brothers. Some call me the ring leader, some call me the voice of reason, and everyone knows me
as the heartbreaker. Only I never wanted her to know that. Now Iâ€™ll just have to show her that I
can heal a heart much better than I can break one because I want hers. I am running from my past.
I never thought that I would run right into the arms of freaking Wyatt Black. I watched him break
hearts from afar. The last thing I need is to be next. But like I said this is Wyatt freaking Black, the
six foot three, golden eyed breathing definition of sexy. Women line up to get their hearts broken by
him. So really how am I supposed to resist him? Iâ€™ll give in and when I do, Iâ€™ll find that he is
more than what I bargained for in so many ways. I mean in every way imaginable. If sex were a
weapon Wyatt Black would be lethal. Who I am kidding Wyatt is lethal, especially when it comes to
me. When the past comes to haunt us, Wyatt will always protect me, without thought, without
question. Wyatt isnâ€™t a heartbreaker, he is my heart healer. Find out what happened to lead to
the text message Nathan Briggs received at his wedding, in Legally Bound 3. *This is Book 1 in the
Brothers Black Series a spin-off from the bestselling Legally Bound Series placed after book 3 in the
Legally Bound Series. While you can read this book as a standalone, it will enhance the read to
read the Legally Bound Series first. Blue Saffireâ€™s books are written to weave, loop and
intertwine with one another. You will find that the series build together for a greater experience.
**This BWWM romance has strong language and sexual content. This Book is for Mature Readers
18+***To keep up with release dates sign up for the mailing list at www.bluesaffire.com
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Wyatt damn he was sexy!!!!! I loved this book him and Nellie were so hot together and the care and
love he showed her when he decided she was what he wanted. And how he showed he was willing
to put in the time and effort to show she was worth it was fire!! loved the action and the family
interactions where hilarious!!! I loved it and being the oldest I know just how Wyatt felt your always
taking care of and being the strong one you want someone who has your back and will go to the
mat for you!!! And the love scenes where so smoking how he pampered and then put it to her merci
can I get a Black?

Being honest I'm still not sure what called to me about this novel.I ended up on this page by
accident and let's just say I wasn't disappointed when my eyes landed on the delicious cover.After
reading the sypnosis I was confused I mean It felt so revealing..how do I explain it..Okay I felt it
needed less it has so much, like I love going into a story not uninformed but not too informed either..
lol not sure if I make any sense...but even with all that something kept pulling me towards it..I just
could not concentrate on any other ones in my search, my mind that's totally crazy half the time kept
pulling me back to this.And I'm so happy I went with my gut Blue saffire(total badass name by the
way)Thank you so much for the ride that was Wyatt and Nellie it was so amazing..and all those sexy
parts were just Hot hot hot...Yummy Wyatt is my new book husband(sorry Honey).I loved It.Loved
It.Love It.Would I recommend:Hell Yes!Was it HOT:HeCk Yes!Would I re-read:Um...Fudge
YeAh!Bad-ass heroine:Whoo-hoo Yeah!Alpha hero:Sexy ass hell and Total alpha wrapped in over

six feet of sinful muscle!Author:OMG new author to stalk!

You will not be able to put this book down. I didn't know if Wyatt the Heartbreaker could be reformed
but the minute he laid eyes on Nellie he was a changed man. I loved the introduction of the Black
family and can't wait to see what happens in the next installment. I'm ready for Noah the Beast.
Great job Blue Saffire.

I hope to soon be able to read about the other Black brothers. This family was likable but tough
when it counted, so it is inevitable that their choice in ladies runs along the same lines. I liked the
story of Wyatt the womanizer who was just waiting for the right girl to come along and best of all,
she didn't fit the perfect scenario of shapely, long legged stalker. I think that is what made this book
more appealing. He might have been the man of many a ladies dreams and he played to them, but
he had a dream of only one woman for himself.

This book was EVERYTHING!!!! This my first book from the author, and I am an immediate fan. This
book had me crying tears from laughing so hard as well as crying tears from the emotional things. I
love the connection, bond, and love between the brothers and their parents. The Mama Black was
my girl. She had no filter or no chill at all. lol :-) Wyatt and Nellie were made for each other, and I
loved how their connection were made long before that knew each other. Their love is the kind of
love that I hope to one day have. Of all the lines, and their were plenty good lines, my favorite one
was..."Wherever I am you are!"....and that's how it should be.

This book was amazing. Wyatt's love for Nellie was so powerful and real. I loved his love for her and
how he would do anything for her. Nellie was smart and had a great sense of humor. Very well
developed heroine - I loved watching her grow. My only concern is the lack of an editor. There were
easy mistakes - grammar and spelling that a good editor would have caught. I still gave the story 5
stars because it was just that good, even with the errors. I can't wait for more of the Brothers Black.

Blue Saffire just got a new fan. I really enjoyed this book. Wyatt was amazing. I loved every about
him. He's the oldest and he takes care of his family. Now he has someone to take care of him. His
alphaness was what I loved the most. Love a good alpha male story. Nellie..was just as amazing.
She fights for what's hers and I just loved that about her. Nellie and Wyatt were made for each
other. The Black Family...awesone. I loved seeing them come together and take care of business. I

can't wait to see how Noah and Bean are together. Great start to a new series.

Wow oh wow such an action packed, romantic and kinky. Loving Wyatt Black. He is right up there
with Uri Donati from Hush. Love the chemistry between Wyatt and Nellie. Wyatt is the kind of guy
most women hope to tame once in a lifetime. Too bad real life men can't be like these book
boyfriends. I like how this story intertwined with Legally Bound series and hush. Now that I have
discovered all of Blue Saffire's books, I can't stop reading them. I am now going to see which of her
books I am going read next.
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